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Poison-resistant Bugs. The insect species popularly known as the Giant
Lunar Stinkroach has recently begun to show increased resistance to the
most popular pest-control formulation DQT, reports the Southern
Hemisphere Environmental Warden’s Association. The common but
much hated insect is increasing in population despite efforts at control.
The Genetic Engineering Directive, which has taken responsibility for…
Maelstrom at Malapert. The Chief Administrator of the Malapert Resort
Colony, Jacob Anastasia—also known as ‘Nifty Jim’—has gone missing.
Provisional Government spokesperson Anito Bargonia has stated for the
Tycho Industrialist that Mr. Anastasia’s disappearance is in no way
associated with rumors of rampant corruption and abuse of young…
Record Asteroid Haul. The Lunar Ship Allgood, flagship of the Merchant
Astronaut Corps and constructed from Tycho steel, is reported by the
Cislunar Consortium to be on the return leg of its asteroid-mining
mission. Rumor has it that the ship is returning with a record-breaking
haul of enriched iron and nickel ore, as well several chambers full of
platinoid minerals of exceedingly high purity. The Shackleton loan…
Attacked by Bread Dough. A crewmember from the Alliance Ship
Kestrel claims that while exploring an unnamed asteroid on a scientific
mission, he and other members of the crew were attacked by a reddishcolored mass that had the consistency of bread dough. The crew of the
Kestrel were all recruited from the workforce at AFP-allied Malapert
Resort, a known haven for recreational drugs. Hallucinations of this…
Computer Phenomenon. The Shackleton Analysis Facility has contacted
a Tycho expert with a problem: Shacktown’s servers are working too
well. Puzzled, the employee ran a diagnostic test, but during the test the
servers slowed back down. “It’s crazy,” stated the unnamed technician.
“It’s almost as if the computer farm knew it was being tested, but...

